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Abstract 
 
There is a lot of research connecting musical expression with well-being, motivation and             
meaningfulness, especially when introduced in early years. Children should have the           
opportunity to express themselves through music regardless of motor disability. There is            
research targeting children with motor disabilities and musical expression but when the            
projects ends the children are left without the technology.  
 
There is a gap in research exploring technologies accessible in terms of availability to buy               
and use for the children. This thesis take advantage of the evolution of music production               
technologies where standard digital audio workstations are highly customizable and therefore           
an option to use as tools to democratize musical expression among children with motor              
disabilities. Democratize in this context means to make the children able to participate in a               
musical performance and express themselves in a similar way as fully abled children.  
 
To explore the use of music production technologies to promote musical expression among             
children with motor disabilities a proposed solution of digital audio workstation Ableton Live             
and beat matched functionalities coupled with various tangible controllers was explored           
during 3 sessions at a school in Malmö. Four children at the age of 10 with motor disabilities                  
participated together with their music teacher.  
 
The result indicates that the proposed solution has great potential to democratize musical             
expression among the children using available music production technology. The key           
component in the proposed prototype was the use of beat matched loops and effects which               
were synchronized to the songs tempo and made it possible for the children to express               
themselves musically. The result also show that an important aspect of gaining well-being,             
motivation and meaningfulness among the children was connected to the proposed prototype            
ability to generate a musical outcome matching the children's expectations and personal            
preferences.  
 
 
 
 
Keywords: Music, children, assistive technology, motor disabilities, music technology, digital          
audio workstation, tangible controllers, beat matching, loops. 
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1. Introduction 

1.1 The importance of musical expression  

Music can be a source of joy, health and well-being in many people's lives. “Music and                
music related activities should be a right in every person’s life” says Rolvsjord in “Therapy               
as Empowerment” (Rolvsjord 2004). Many studies indicate a connection between musical           
expression, well-being, motivation, improvements in learning capability and improvement of          
motor functionality, especially when the musical training starts in young ages. The positive             
health effect gained by musical expression has been well documented within biomedical and             
humanistic health research (Bjursell & Westerhäll 2008) (Blaxter 2010). 
 
Skoe & Kraus (2012) claims that even a few years of musical training as a child improves                 
how the brain develops and the changes last in adulthood. The ability to stay focused is also                 
affected by early childhood training in music according to Neville (Neville et al. 2008).  
 
Practicing music in middle school prepares the brain for the same processing needed for              
complex mathematical problems such as algebra (Helmrich 2010). According to “Cognitive           
Control in Auditory Working Memory Is Enhanced in Musicians” musicians in general are             
found to have superior working memory compared to non-musicians (Pallesen et al. 2010).  
 
The exposure to music and musical expression can enhance the development of parts of the               
brain and may hold the key to higher brain function according to researchers at University of                
California (Rauscher et al. 1993). 
 
Musically trained children have better motor function than children not being musically            
trained. The same parts of the brain used for sensory and motor functionality are developed               
through music (Hyde et al. 2009). Auditory and motor function are improved when music              
training begins in young childhood. Even a modest amount of training at young age can affect                
neural functionality (Tierney et al. 2015). 
 
To actively be a part of musical activities such as taking part of a musical performance are                 
important aspects of the development of self-awareness and the self’s relationship to others.             
Music creation together with others also contribute to a understanding and appreciation for             
music and gives them a tool for self-expression (Gehlhaar et al. 2014). 
 
There are also social benefits of making music together for children. They learn how to work                
together as they are contributing to a song. They also learn that together they can make                
something better than the sum of its individual parts (PEPS 2015). 
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Music and especially music creation for children has a big influence on their identity building               
ability (Hallam et al. 2016). 
 
To be a part of a musical training at an early age is not only rewarding in the moment, feeling                    
joy and expressivity, but also later in life since the musical activity augments the connection               
between left and right brain and parts of the brain related to hearing and self-awareness               
(Steele et al. 2013). 

1.2 Challenges for children with motor disabilities 

The big challenge for children with motor disabilities to express themselves musically and             
utilize the potential benefits mentioned above is that most musical instruments are difficult to              
use for them. The instruments have been developed during hundreds of years for people with               
full motor ability. There are also problems for children with motor disabilities to processes              
and structure musical thoughts since these musical languages are made with regular            
musicians in mind. For an examples the notation system is based on playing notes and               
combinations of them which is not possible for many children with motor disabilities. This              
means that children with motor disabilities are left out when it comes to express themselves               
musically with conventional instruments and the musical languages connected to these           
(Gehlhaar et al. 2014). 

1.3 Related work and the gap in knowledge  

The research targeting musical expression and children with special needs often involves            
complex custom-made systems not available outside the scope of the projects. One potential             
problem with these custom made solutions are that the children usually can't use them when               
the research projects ends, although some research project have ended up in a affordable              
commercially available product like the Skoog Project (Skoogmusic 2017). A downside with            
the available technologies targeting children with special needs are the musical outcome,            
which doesn’t match the musical outcome expected by the children. The software is often              
limited to simple sound generation and doesn't sound like the music the children listen to and                
identify with. 

1.4 Taking advantage of the evolution of music technology 

For fully able bodied people the evolution of music technology has gone from equipment              
used for documenting a musical performance to using the technology itself as an instrument.              
(Ableton 2017). The name digital audio workstation was introduced in the late 80s describing              
a computer, music production software and external equipment such as audio interfaces and             
tangible interfaces (Burgess 2014). In the beginning the digital audio workstation was mainly             
used as a digital audio recorder and a midi sequencer. MIDI is a protocol for communication                
between computers and electronic musical instrument which was standardized in 1983 (MIDI            
Association 2016). MIDI consist of data representing some action carried out on a tangible              
interface such as a note being played on a keyboard or a fader being moved on a control                  
surface. In order to make MIDI sound, it need to be sent to a device or software instrument                  
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that can interpret the MIDI data to sound. The piece of software that was used to record, edit                  
and process MIDI data was called a MIDI sequencer and is now a part of the digital audio                  
workstation concept. 
 
In 2001, a new digital audio workstation was released called Ableton Live. In contrast to               
many other digital audio workstations Ableton Live is designed to be an instrument for live               
performances in addition to all the standard DAW functions like recording and editing audio              
and MIDI. The key concept of Ableton Live is to play repeatable regions of music called                
loops. The loops contain meta data of the original key and tempo allowing the digital audio                
software to adjust the loops tempo and key to the current song tempo and key in real-time.  
 
A big difference between Ableton Live and other digital audio workstations is the concept of               
nonlinear workflow which promote live performances. Most digital audio workstations have           
a timeline where musical elements are placed, but Ableton have a session mode where there               
are slots that can be filled with loops. The loops in the slots can be triggered in any preferred                   
order and combination creating music in a nonlinear way. Ableton Live is used by many               
musicians who use their computer as an instrument during live performances. DJ’s are             
another user group since it offers a suite of controls for beat matching, crossfading, and other                
effects used by turntablists. Ableton Live was one of the first digital audio workstation to               
automatically beat match songs (Wikipedia 2017a).  
 
Apple’s Garageband was also an early adopter of using the digital audio workstation as a               
musical instrument. Especially the Garageband version running on IOS where they developed            
the concept of smart instruments allowing nonmusical trained people to play instruments            
(Wikipedia 2017b). The use of smart instruments and loops are used by all major digital               
audio workstations today but Ableton Live is one of the most used ones for live performance                
(Wikipedia 2017a). One problem with using a computer as an instrument is the physical              
limitations of the computer keyboard. This opened up a new market of tangible interfaces              
controlling the digital audio workstation software. The demand of tangible interfaces for            
musical expression is a rising trend which is confirmed by the vitality of the conference               
“New Interfaces for Musical Expression” (NIME 2017).  
 
A big advantage of computer based interfaces compared to traditional instruments are that             
they don't require a direct relation between input and output (Cappelen & Andersson 2011;              
Magee & Burland 2008). The new music technology therefore opens up a lot of possibilities               
to adapt and customize the ways to interact for people with special needs and potentially               
makes musical expression more accessible for the targeted group if designed in a thoughtful              
way (Magee 2011; Magee & Burland 2008). 
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1.5 Motivation and purpose of thesis 

The purpose of this thesis is to explore the use of commercial affordable tangible controllers               
and a digital audio workstation to democratize musical expression with focus on self-             
expression, well-being, meaningfulness and motivation among children with motor         
disabilities. Well-being and meaningfulness in terms of feeling contented with the musical            
outcome and that the results can be compared with music the children listens to. Motivation               
refers to the will to continue to create music and be a part of a musical expression. The                  
technology used is available outside the scope of this project and applicable for others that               
have similar needs. The main ambition is to let the children participate in a musical               
performance and to let them express themselves musically similar to fully body abled             
children.  
 
To do so a prototype based on digital audio workstation Ableton Live and standard              
commercially available tangible controllers was developed and improved during 3 sessions at            
Munkhätteskolan in Malmö. The prototype developed take advantage of Ableton Live’s           
possibilities to program and build custom features and the use of the graphical programming              
language Max. Four children at the age of ten with various motor disabilities participated              
during the sessions together with their music teacher. The goal during these sessions was to               
explore different ways of using the chosen music production technology to find out if it can                
be used to democratize musical expression for the children participating and gain positive             
effects such as well-being, motivation and meaningfulness. 
 

1.6 Research Questions 

Based on the background and motivation above, the work described in this thesis has two               
research questions: 
 
RQ1: How can a digital audio workstation and tangible controllers be used to promote the               
possibilities for children with motor disabilities to take part in musical performances?  
 
RQ2: Does the proposed use of a digital audio workstation and tangible controllers contribute              
to self-expression, well-being, meaningfulness and motivation for the children? 
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1.7 Thesis Outline 

 
The rest of the thesis is structured according to the outline below. 
 
Related Work (chapter 2) 
In this chapter relevant research and technologies in the area of democratizing musical             
expression among children with motor disabilities are presented. 
 
Methodology (chapter 3) 
In this chapter the methodological approach and settings for the sessions at Munkhätteskolan             
are presented. 
 
Prototype (chapter 4) 
This chapter explain the technical approach and how the prototype is designed and             
implemented. 
 
Results (chapter 5) 
The result chapter describe the three sessions conducted in the study and the results from               
them. Each session is described individually and all three sessions are summarized in the end. 
 
Discussions (chapter 6) 
The last chapter discusses and gives comment about the empirical work carried out and how               
the results inform the research questions. It ends with a conclusion and suggestions for future               
work in the area. 
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2. Related Work 
In this chapter relevant research and technologies in the area of democratizing musical             
expression among children with motor disabilities are presented.  
 

2.1 Soundscape 

Anthony Brooks is a pioneer in the field of democratizing music expression and have done               
numerous work in the area. Soundscapes is a system he worked on since 1993 and uses                
alternative sensors using the children's movement in a room triggering music instead of             
wearable or touching sensors used by many other research projects (Brooks et al. 2002). The               
benefit of Soundscape is that even children with very severe motor disabilities can use it               
thanks to the sensors ability to recognize very small body movements such as eye movement               
and blinking. The Soundscape system is expensive and difficult to use. (DV-NYTT 2000).  
 

2.2 Aesthetic Resonance and State of Flow 

When Brooks was designing the Soundscape system he used a theory called Aesthetic             
Resonance. Aesthetic Resonance describes the situation when something is so immediate and            
aesthetically satisfying one forget the physical limitations to perform a task (Brooks 1999).             
This concept is also referred to prior to Brooks explorations by Ellis work with the               
Soundbeam device (Ellis 1995; Ellis 1997). Ellis calls it Aesthetic Resonation and is sprung              
out of his concept of Sound Therapy. Aesthetic Resonation is described by Ellis as those               
moment where a child can be seen totally engaged in his or her sound experience caused by                 
the audio feedback generated by the child's movement and gestures.  
 
Similar thoughts are explored by Csikszentmihalyi (Csikszentmihalyi 1996; Csikszentmihalyi         
2009) where the concept game play and flow state describes the feeling achieved when the               
interaction is matched with the personal profile and offers opportunities to communicate            
through self-expression and to get into a state of flow.  
 

2.3 Sound=Space 

Another important person in the area of designing accessible music technology is Rolf             
Gelhaar and his work with “Sound=Space”. “Sound=Space” is a musical instrument that is             
played by moving your body around in an empty space (Gelhaar 2017), similar to              
Soundscape. It consists of sensors, an ultrasonic echo location system that register the             
position of people and their movement in a specific place and sends the data to a computer                 
that produces musical content. “Sound= Space” has many possibilities for education, therapy            
and for the motor disabled to express themselves musically (Gehlhaar et al. 2014). To be               
creative using “Sound=Space” requires very little movement and no expertise. The system            
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can be used as a mobile or a fixed installation. Sound=Space’s downside is that the system is                 
complex and expensive to set up and is only available during projects and installations at               
bigger facilities. 
 

2.4 Soundbeam 

Soundbeam is a device which uses sensor technology to translate body movement into             
musical expression (Hassler 1990; Magee & Burland 2008). Soundbeam ancestor is the            
Thereminvox or Theremin as it also is called, which was developed 1920 by Russian              
composer Leon Theremin. Soundbeams creator Edward Williams was inspired by the           
Theremin and developed the first prototype in 1984. The Soundbeam has been developed             
through the years and is now a commercially available product available to the public.  
Soundbeam is one of the most common piece of music technology aimed at children with               
special needs (Farrimond et al. 2011; Magee 2006). A basic Soundbeam system containing             
software and hardware costs from 4000 Euros (Soundbeam 2017) which could be a problem              
for schools and caretakers with a limited budget. 

 
2.5 Personal Instruments  

An important researcher worth mentioning is Tod Machover and the people at MIT's Media              
Lab. They have been developing instruments and software to promote music creation among             
people with special needs for decades (MIT 2017). They developed the foundation of what              
became Guitar hero and Band Hero aimed at people who don't have regular instrument skills               
and needed a simplified interface. This technology has helped the development of accessible             
instruments and controllers. Tod Machover and his colleagues at MIT developed a            
sophisticated instrument called Hyperinstrument to artist like Yo-Yo Ma, Prince and Peter            
Gabriel. These instruments were based on a classic instrument like a cello but had extended               
functionality. Based on the Hyperinstruments they developed Personal instruments which did           
not have any similarity to regular instrument, instead they were personalized to the person's              
needs and physical ability (Machover 2008). One example of Personal instrument is a project              
called Music and Health where MIT worked with Dan Ellsey who has severe cerebral palsy               
and has severe limitations in mobility. Adam Boulanger designed a head mounted interface             
using infrared light. Boulangers expressive gesture controller send the registered input to the             
Hyperscore software that allows the system to be a tool for musical performance and              
expression (Boulanger 2008; Farbood et al. 2004). 
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2.6 Rhyme: Musickin for all 

Rhyme: Musickin for all is a Norwegian research project where everyday objects like pillows              
are used to trigger musical elements (Holone & Herstad 2012). They put a module consisting               
of sensors, speakers and an arduino board with wireless connection communicating with            
other modules. The Rhyme project has an interesting approach to the concept of making              
music for children with motor disabilities. They have adapted Small’s definition of            
Musicking (Small 2011) describing any activity related to a musical performance. Small’s            
theory argues that any activity connected to a musical performance is as important as playing               
traditional instruments together. Musicking, as Small describes it, open up a lot of             
possibilities when it comes to creating tangible interfaces and how they interact with a              
musical performance. Minor parts and interactions in a musical performance are as important             
as major contributions when it comes to gaining positive effects of a musical expression such               
as well-being, motivation and meaningfulness (Small 2011). The Rhyme project technology           
is not available outside the project. 

2.7 Skoog Music Project 

The Skoog Project developed by David Skulina and Ben Schögler at University of Edinburgh              
is a research project that ended up as a successful commercial product. David and Ben started                
to do research in 2006 with a project aimed at helping children with special needs to play                 
musical instruments. The goal with the project was to make children with disabilities to learn               
and progress as musicians on an equal level with fully able children (Skoogmusic 2017). In               
2008 the first prototype of an instrument was ready. In 2010 they founded the company               
Skoogmusic Ltd and after receiving funds to finance the start-up the Skoog Musical             
Instrument was released to a commercial market. A big leap for the Skoog instrument was in                
2012 when the first version became available at Apple’s online store and available for a               
broader user group. After a crowdfunding campaign in 2015 they launched version 2 of the               
Skoog instrument which became available on Apple Store in 2016. The Skoog version 2 is               
now a wireless instrument in the shape of a cube with 5 colored, squeezable and sensitivity                
adjustable areas which can be used to play melodies using the Skoog application. The              
approach is to allow a hands-on musical experience and letting children with special needs              
and without any previous musical knowledge to express themselves musically. Besides the            
Skoog application for ipad and iphone it is possible to install a software for PC and Mac for                  
simple music creation and to generate midi data allowing the Skoog instrument to             
communicate with DAW’s like Ableton Live, Logic, Garageband and Cubase.  
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2.8 Makey Makey 

Another product that evolved from a research project to a commercially available product             
with possibilities to help children with special needs is Makey Makey. It is a project               
involving touch sensitive circuit boards that can be customized to make accessible            
instruments for children with special needs (Drakemusic.org 2017a). Makey Makey was           
started by students at MIT Media Lab under advisorship of Mitch Resnick (makeymakey.com             
2017). It has now evolved to a commercial business with thousands of community members              
collaborating in different projects. It can use obscure trigger objects like fruits and vegetables              
making it a very playful concept. The circuit board sends signals to a computer who thinks it                 
is a Qwerty keyboard. The keys can then be mapped to music creation software like               
Soundplant (Soundplant 2017) for creating the musical output. 
 

2.9 Mogees 

Mogees Ingenious Smart Sensors are another technical solution available to promote musical            
expression with customizable tangible controllers. Mogees is a company doing research and            
developing vibration sensors and software to make everyday objects act as controllers for             
various tasks including musical instruments for children with special needs (Mogees 2017).  
Mogees have several iOS apps developed for music creation and an Audio Unit and VST               
plug-in making it possible to communicate with standard DAW’s like Ableton Live, Logic             
and Garageband. The Mogees are affordable and a flexible solution where almost any             
physical object can be used as a musical instrument and coupled with many music creation               
applications. 
 

2.10 Apollo Ensemble 

Apollo Ensemble is a PC software which can handle a variety of input units such as midi                 
controllers, assistive switch interfaces, Xbox game controllers and the company's own           
developed range of wireless sensors (apolloensemble.co.uk 2017). These input sources can be            
output to trigger sounds in their own software. The downside is that the system is expensive.                
Since it is a small company there could also be issues with updates and compatibility with the                 
latest computers and operating systems. 
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2.11 Snoezelen 

Snoezelen Multi-Sensory Environments is a system consisting of different hardware and           
sensors connected to their own software that can be used for different applications such as               
music and sound creation for children with special needs (Snoezelen 2017). The Snoezelen is              
commercially available but cost about 4000 Euros for a starter system. The Snoezelen             
systems are usually the center of a room installation where different sensors are integrated in               
the room for creative activities. The musical outcome is limited to the Snoezelen software's              
capabilities. 

2.12 Beamz 

Musician Jerry Riopelle founded Beamz with the mission of democratizing music creation for             
people regardless of age and physical ability. The Beamz system use laser beams combined              
with a software for playing and structuring a musical performance with no musical             
pre-knowledge (Beamz 2017). Besides contributing with a technological solution to promote           
musical expression among people with special needs, Beamz have also contributed with an             
extensive source of material including lessons and activities based around their hardware and             
software. Their latest laser beam controllers supports MIDI and therefore make it possible to              
use them as controllers to standard music application including digital audio workstations.            
The downside of Beamz is the high cost. 

2.13 Adaptive Use Musical Instruments 

Adaptive Use Musical Instruments (AUMI) is a musical instrument developed by Deep            
Listening Institute led by musician, composer and humanitarian Pauline Oliveros (AUMI           
2017). Their technology uses a webcam and a computer which tracks the head movement and               
turns it into sound, generated by their ipad application. The Adaptive Use Musical             
Instruments is an affordable solution which can be used with a standard computer.  

2.14 Leap Motion 

Leap motion technology is another available technology which offers a infrared sensor and             
gesture controller. It detects finger movements in three dimensions and can be used to play               
music with some of the including music apps and third party developed applications.             
However, it is not very user friendly to set up and the tracking can be unreliable. There is                  
development made trying to build a user friendly musical instruments using the Leap motion              
controller, for an example Sonic Leap by Kieran Plissonneau (Drakemusic.org 2017b). The            
big benefit of using the Leap Motion Controller is affordability and that it has very low                
latency when communicating with music applications. 
 

2.15 MIDICreator 

MIDICreator is a system that consists of different squeeze switches, floor pads and motion              
sensors that connects to a box generating midi signals that can be transmitted to a computer                
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via a midi interface and to the MidiCreator's sound module (MIDIcreator 2017;            
applaudinteractive.com 2017). The development and availability of MidiCreator system is          
unfortunately limited lately.  
 

2.16 MidiGrid 

Lastly a early software based smart instrument called MidiGrid. MidiGrid was originally            
developed in 1987 and is worth mentioning in the field of accessible music. MidiGrid is used                
as an instrument for people with physical disabilities and uses square buttons on a grid to                
trigger notes, chords, sequences or patterns of sound that can be played back and looped               
(Hunt & Kirk 2003). The downsides with MidiGrid is its future development and             
compatibility with other software and technologies. 
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3. Methodology 
 
In this chapter the methodological approach and settings for the sessions at Munkhätteskolan             
are presented. 

3.1 Methodological approach 

 
The methodology used in this study is based on the Informant Design Framework (Scaife et               
al. 1997). It is a framework designed to work with children as native informants instead of                
seeing them as only users or participants evaluating the design. The concept is to involve the                
children together with adults in a iterative design process. The framework is positioned in              
between the user-centered and participatory design approach. When it comes to evaluate            
sonically and musically expressive technologies there is a lack of discourse (Fels 2004;             
Stowell et al. 2009). The participatory design approach was chosen because of the ambition              
to involve the children in the design process and make their feedback directly affect the               
prototype. The method used for the interviews with the teacher and children is based on               
informal conversational interviews which is well suited when working with participant           
observation (Gray 2013; Cohen & Crabtree 2006). The informal interviews had no prepared             
questions, they were open discussions on the subject and the results from the sessions. 
 

3.2 Informant Design Framework adapted 

The Informant Design Framework used during the sessions is an adapted version modified to              
fit the context in this study (see Table 1). The outcome of the prototype phase of design are                  
presented in chapter “Prototype”. The outcome of the session phase of design are presented in               
the “Result” chapter.  
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Phase of Design Informant/Designer Contributor Input Method 

Prototype  Teacher Specify the goal of the project and 
the needs for the children. Identify 
the challenges for the target group 

Interview with the music teacher 

 Author Define the specifications and 
requirements for the initial 
prototype 

 

 Author Turn specifications and 
requirements into the initial 
prototype 

Create a scenario based on the 
specifications and requirements and 
implement to prototype 

Session 1 Facilitator Evaluation of the initial prototype  
 

Facilitate design session with 
children to evaluate the initial 
prototype 

 Children Provide insight on enhancing the 
experience with the prototype 

Participate in design session. Play 
with the prototype and make design 
suggestions 

 Teacher Provide insight on enhancing the 
experience with the prototype 

Participate and observe during the 
session.  

 Teacher Make suggestions for improvement Interview 

Prototype update 1 Facilitator Turn specifications and 
requirements from the previous 
session into an updated prototype 

 

Session 2 Facilitator Evaluation of the new prototype  
 

Facilitate design session with 
children to observe and evaluate the 
new prototype 

 Children Provide insight on enhancing the 
experience with the prototype 

Participate in design session. Play 
with the prototype and make design 
suggestions 

 Teacher Provide insight on enhancing the 
experience with the prototype 

Participate and observe during the 
session.  

 Teacher Make suggestions for improvement Interview 

 Children Make suggestions for improvement Interview 

Prototype update 2 Facilitator Turn specifications and 
requirements from the previous 
session into an updated prototype 

 

Session 3 Facilitator Evaluation of the new prototype  
 

Facilitate design session/workshop 
with children to observe and 
evaluate the new prototype 

 Children Provide insight on enhancing the 
experience with the prototype 

Participate in design session. Play 
with the prototype and make design 
suggestions 

 Teacher Provide insight on enhancing the 
experience with the prototype 

Participate and observe during the 
session.  

Evaluation of all 3 sessions Teacher Feedback on the project. Make 
suggestions for improvement 

Interview 

 Children Feedback on the project. Make 
suggestions for improvement 

Interview 

Table 1. Informant Design Framework adapted 
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3.3 The School Context 

The three sessions took place at a school in Malmö called Munkhätteskolan. The school has a                
vision of integrating children with special needs as much as possible in the regular classes.               
They have a special section called Team Munkättan were 35-40 children with special needs              
from Malmö and the surrounding areas are participating. The children at Team Munkhättan             
have extra resources and the possibility to have smaller groups when needed.  
 

3.4 The Participants 

After consulting the music teacher at Munkhätteskolan (who also work as an assistant at the               
school) we decided to choose a group of four children at the age of 10 to participate in the                   
sessions. They all have different special needs which are described in Table 2. 
 

Child 1 Cannot speak. 
Communicates by 
pointing at symbols with 
different meaning. The 
system is called 
Blissymbolics. 

Sits in a wheelchair. Very limited movement 
with her arms and 
hands. Difficulties to 
hold big and heavy 
objects.  

Finger movement works 
ok, minor problems with 
fine motor ability. 

Child 2 Cannot speak. 
Communicates by 
pointing at symbols with 
different meaning. The 
system is called 
Blissymbolics. 

Sits in a wheelchair. Very limited movement 
with his arms and hands. 
Difficulties to hold big 
and heavy objects. 
Have problems with 
uncontrolled arm 
movements. 

Problems with finger 
movement and the fine 
motor ability. 

Child 3 Can speak. Can walk. Minor motor disabilities 
with her arms and hands Finger movement is 

good. Can hold and 
press smaller objects 
with precision. 

Child 4 Can speak. Sits in a wheelchair. Ok movement with her 
arms and hands Finger movement is 

good. Can hold and 
press smaller objects 
with precision. 

Table 2. The participating children and their physical condition 
 

During the sessions their music teacher was present. He also works as the childrens assistant. 
He has prior knowledge working with digital audio workstations. The music teacher's role             
during the session is to guide and help the children when needed. The facilitator works as a                 
lecturer in music production at Linnaeus University and is leading the sessions and the              
prototype development.  
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4. Prototype 

4.1 Interview with music teacher 

To define the specifications and requirements for the initial prototype an informal            
conversational telephone interview with the music teacher at Munkhätteskolan was held. 
 
The following specifications and requirements were documented from the interview. 
 
 

● The children have various motor disabilities (see Chapter “Methodology” and          
participants for details) that need to be addressed. The workflow need to be flexible              
and customizable to match the children’s needs. 

 
● Joy, motivation and meaningfulness are important aspects for the children in their            

daily lives. The children have problems with motivation in general. 
 

● If the prototype is going to be used after this project the equipment need to be low                 
cost, available to buy and easy to set up for a music teacher. This is very important                 
from the school's perspective.  

 
● It would be great if the children could play together as a group and interact with each                 

other and take part in a musical performance. 
 

4.2 Scenario of a band 

The goal with the prototype is to achieve a state of flow influenced by Csikszentmihalyi’s               
game play and flow state when interaction is matched with the child’s personal profile and a                
rewarding feeling of self-esteem and self-expression is archived. The flow state, also known             
as being in the zone, is a positive mental state when a person is performing an activity fully                  
immersed and where the sense of time and space can be lost (Csikszentmihalyi 2009).  
 
As a guideline for the prototype development is the scenario of a band playing together with                
different band members. Each band member has a specific musical function. This would             
mean that one child is the drummer, one is the bass player, one is in charge of the vocal                   
elements etc. The music is generated by loops, which the children can trigger with their               
tangible controllers. The loops are selected by the children. The combination of triggered             
loops sums up to a musical performance matching the children's expectation of musical             
outcome in terms of music they can relate to.  
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4.3 Prototype development 

The choice of technology used to develop the initial prototype was based on the experiences               
from experimenting with different digital audio workstations in the course Tangible User            
Interfaces at Linnaeus University where the final project was to explore tangible controllers             
to make an electronic musical performance visually more interesting. This lead to the             
conclusion that all major digital audio workstations have potentials when it comes to             
customize the behavior of tangible controllers, but digital audio workstation Ableton Live has             
the additional flexibility with a built-in programming environment. Ableton Live have           
graphical programming language Max integrated into the software which means that if a             
functionality or behavior does not exist in the software it can be built using Max. Max is a                  
programming language which uses graphical objects and cords instead of code (see Figure 1).  
 

 
Figure 1. Screenshot of Ableton Live and Max’s graphical programming environment 

 
The integration with Max made Ableton Live the most suitable framework to use when              
developing the prototype for the sessions at Munkhätteskolan, where flexibility and           
customization to address the children's needs where requested by the music teacher (see             
Chapter 4.1 “Interview with music teacher”). For the initial prototype Wii controllers were             
used as tangible interfaces. The Wii controller is an affordable, available and durable             
controller with different buttons and built-in motion sensors (see Figure 2). This made the              
Wii controller a suitable and flexible choice of tangible interface. 
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Figure 2. Wii remote controller used for the initial prototype 

 
Ableton Live uses standard MIDI data to communicate with external controllers. To convert             
the Wii controller’s data to standard MIDI data in the prototype software Osculator was used               
(see Figure 3). This solution brought a simple low latency interaction with the controllers and               
made the data available for manipulation in Ableton Live. 
 

 
Figure 3.  Flowchart Wii-controller to Ableton Live 
 
In the prototype developed for the first session, four Wii controllers were programmed to              
trigger loops, to stop the loop, toggle effects on and off. The Wii controllers motion sensor                
variable “Pitch” was programmed to adjust an audio effect parameter (see Figure 4). 
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Figure 4. The Wii controller’s buttons and motion sensor mapped to Ableton Live 

 
 
 
 
Ableton Live has, as the name indicates, a lot of features promoting to use it as a live                  
performance instrument. These features together with the possibility to program functions not            
normally available will be key components during the implementation and use of the             
prototype. To make the musical experience joyful and motivating, loops will be the basic              
concept to create the music. Loops are repeatable musical elements that can be triggered by               
Ableton Live in various ways and combination making nonmusical skilled children create            
music without any prior musical training. The loops have been assigned meta data containing              
data of original tempo and key making it possible for Ableton Live to beat match and sync                 
the loops to musically working composition. This means that different loops of various tempo              
and key can be played by the children together in real time where the loops automatically                
adjusts to fit the tempo and key of the project. 
 
Audio effects are small applications within Ableton Live which manipulate the audio content.             
Audio effects have many parameters which can be adjusted and programmed creatively,            
especially when mapped to a tangible controller. In the prototype the following audio effects              
were used and implemented. 
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Reverb 
Reverbs are used to create space simulating how the audio would sound in different rooms. 
Common parameters are decay time, pre-delay and size. Reverb are applied on all audio              
channels. 
 
Delay 
Delays introduce repetitions or echoes of the original sound. The repetitions can be synced to               
the digital audio workstations song tempo making it a very musical creative effect. 
Common parameters are delay time and feedback. Delay effects are applied to the vocal              
channels (see Figure 5). 
 
 

 
Figure 5. Delay mapped to Wii controller and synced to Ableton's songs tempo 

 
Chorus and Flanger 
Modulates the sound which creates everything from wider sound to more experimental            
wobbling results. Common parameters are rate and phase. Chorus and flanger are applied to              
the percussion channels. 
 
EQ filters 
EQ filters cut or boosts different frequencies which can be used creatively to affect the sonic                
output. Altering the selected frequency creates a sweeping effect. Common parameters are            
frequency and gain. For the prototype a filter effect was developed. The effect make a               
moving filter sweep that changes position each 4th, 8th or 16th notes (see Figure 6). This                
means that when turned on, the filter effect automatically syncs to the tempo of the song and                 
creates a rhythm effect. The effect is applied to the drums channels. 
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Figure 6. Screenshot of EQ Filter Beatmatch effect developed in Ableton Live 

 
 
The Wii controller’s buttons and motion sensors need to be converted to individual MIDI CC               
values to be used in Ableton Live. In Ableton Live the incoming MIDI CC values are                
mapped to trigger loops and other features (see Figure 7). This needs to be set up for all 4                   
Wii controllers independently, making each Wii controller have unique MIDI CC numbers            
associated with its buttons and sensors. Otherwise Ableton will recognise the different Wii             
controllers as the same devices which would create a potential problem where several Wii              
controllers are triggering the same loops. 
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Figure 7. Pitch movement from a Wii controller sending MIDI CC values 1-127  

 
 
The four Wii controller’s buttons and pitch motion sensors were mapped to the following              
unique MIDI CC values (see Table 4). 
 

Controller 1 Controller 2 

Arrow-up MIDI CC 1 
Arrow-left MIDI CC 2 
Arrow-right MIDI CC 3 
Arrow-down MIDI CC 4 
 
Button A  MIDI CC 5 
 
Button B(back) MIDI CC 11 Toggle 
 
Pitch MIDI CC 12 

Arrow-up MIDI CC 16 
Arrow-left MIDI CC 17 
Arrow-right MIDI CC 18 
Arrow-down MIDI CC 19 
 
Button A  MIDI CC 20 
 
Button B(back) MIDI CC 26 Toggle 
 
Pitch MIDI CC 27 

Controller 3 Controller 4 

Arrow-up MIDI CC 31 
Arrow-left MIDI CC 32 
Arrow-right MIDI CC 33 
Arrow-down  MIDI CC34 
 
Button A  MIDI CC 35 
 
Button B(back) MIDI CC 41 Toggle 
 
Pitch MIDI CC 42 

Arrow-up MIDI CC 46 
Arrow-left MIDI CC 47 
Arrow-right MIDI CC 48 
Arrow-down MIDI CC 49 
 
Button A MIDI CC 50 
 
Button B(back) MIDI CC 56 Toggle 
 
Pitch MIDI CC 57 

Table 3.  The Wii controllers unique MIDI CC mapping  
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In Ableton Live the unique MIDI CC’s were mapped to trigger loops, activating audio effects               
and adjusting audio effect parameters (see Figure 8). 

 
Figure 8. MIDI Mappings for triggering loops and controlling effects in Ableton Live 
 
 

The four Wii controllers have a dedicated audio channel in Ableton Live. Each channel has               
four prepared audio loop slots and audio effect manipulations possibilities set up.  
 
In order to make the loops play musically in the arrangement the loops have been prepared                
and added functions and conditions in Ableton Live. In the prototype all loops have been               
programmed to contain data about tempo, pitch, start and stop positions and when to start               
play (see Figure 9).  
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Figure 9. The loops functions that make the loop play musically implemented in Ableton 
 
Since the children have motor disabilities affecting the musical timing the loops are             
programed and quantized to only start playing the following bar. This way, it doesn't matter if                
a child press a button a bit early or late. Ableton will wait for the next bar to start the loop and                      
therefore the music will be in sync regardless. This can be set to different values such as 16th                  
note, 8th note or 4th note. A smaller value will increase the risk of triggering the loop with                  
wrong timing. If the feature is turned off there is a big risk of the loops playing out of sync.                    
The loop triggering feature is set to a whole bar during the sessions to make the music sound                  
as good as possible. The sync feature can be changed when the children feel comfortable with                
their tangible controller allowing for a more manual control and expression. 
 
The children have different physical prerequisites and therefore the motion sensors data need             
to be adjusted to a value range that make sense for the movement and the type of effect                  
applied. For an example, the delay effect is hardly audible when a low feedback value is                
registered and will cause a feedback loop when it is set to a high level. To prevent this the                   
minimum and maximum level are programmed to the MIDI CC value and its corresponding              
Wii controller (see Figure 10). This must be done individually for each child's tangible              
controller and the corresponding audio effect. 
 

 
Figure 10. Minimum and maximum feedback levels for the delay are set for Midi CC 42 
 

During the second session a Korg Nanopad was introduced and connected to the computer              
using MIDI and a USB cable replacing one of the Wii controllers. In the third session a                 
Skoog Interface connected using MIDI and a USB cable replacing another Wii controller. 
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5. Results 
This chapter describes the three sessions conducted in the study and the results from them.               
Each session is described individually and then all three sessions are summarized in the end               
of the chapter. 

5.1 Session 1 

5.1.1 Documentation 

The documentation consists of a one hour audio recording from the session and a 15-minute               
audio recording from the discussion with the music teacher after the session. The             
documentation was summarized and is presented in the following sections. 
 

 
Figure 11. Photo from session 1  

5.1.2 The session 

The session started with a short presentation of the project. The children were handed out               
their own Wii controller prepared by the facilitator (see chapter Prototype) to trigger 4              
different loops which were selected to match a musical function in a dance oriented pop-rock               
arrangement. The loops were prepared with meta data allowing Ableton Live to match tempo              
and key. The choice of loops were chosen from a pop-rock genre, based on what the teacher                 
said the children mostly listens to. There was also an individual effect added to each child’s                
channel in Ableton Live for real time manipulation with the Wii controllers motion sensing              
capability (pointing the Wii controller up or down). 
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Loop categories mapped out for each child on individual audio channels:  
 

Child 1 Drum loops 

Child 2 Percussion 

Child 3 Vocals 

Child 4 Synths 
 Table 4. Loop categories for each child's audio channel  
 
The children practiced one by one by triggering and stopping the loops.  
Child 1 had some problems pressing the Wii-controller’s buttons due to the fact that they are                
small in size. Sometimes she managed to press the button when she wanted and sometimes               
she needed assistance from the teacher. There were also some problems pressing the button              
with the correct timing. Thanks to Ableton Lives and the prototype’s loop triggering function              
the next loop only starts the following bar regardless of when the actual trigger occurred. This                
had a positive effect on the musical outcome since it was impossible to start a loop off beat.                  
The negative side of using this function is the delay it introduces if the child wants to trigger                  
the loop in between a bar. It is possible to change this setting to a smaller value for a more                    
reactive experience but it can also make the loops play with the wrong timing.  
 
They were then introduced to activating an effect with the button on the back of the                
Wii-controller. The next step was to adjust a parameter to the activated effect in Ableton Live                
by pointing the Wii-controller up and down. This task required some training before working              
in a satisfying way. 
 
The scale of the effect parameter also needed to be adjusted to match how much movement                
each child was able to perform. When all the individual details were sorted out the group                
practiced together for a couple of minutes trying to get the musical parts fit together. The                
configuration and settings were saved and could be recalled for next session. 
 
When all the basic tasks were sorted out it was time to do a musical performance together and                  
record it in Ableton Live for documentation and for the children to distribute to friends and                
family. Before the recording there was a discussion between the music teacher and the              
children about how to arrange the song. The key element was how to avoid clashes between                
the different musical parts. They agreed on how to start the song and the importance of                
listening to each other while improvising the rest of the songs arrangement. The             
performances ended up in a 3-minute song which all participants listened to together. The              
song was burned on an audio cd for documentation. 
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The session ended with a short discussion on what do musically the next session. The               
children and their music teacher were introduced to the idea of making a mash-up-remix              
session where the children's favorite songs were combined into a musical performance. This             
idea was well received and the children were very excited. To prepare for the next               
mash-up-remix session notes were taken about the children’s favorite songs in order to             
prepare for the next session.  
 

5.1.3 Discussion with the music teacher  

After the session there was an discussion with the teacher. In general he was pleased with the                 
outcome of the first session. Especially the idea of using prepared loops that will work               
together more or less anyhow you combine them and that triggering loops out of timing didn't                
break the performance since the loops only starts the following bar. We agreed on that the                
Wii-controller worked well for three of the children. Child 1 needed a controller with bigger               
buttons.  
 
The music teacher said:  
 
“The children are more active and motivated during the session compared to other school              
related activity, not only music classes but also in general. They show a lot of joy when their                  
own music comes out of the speakers”. 
 
The teacher also work as an assistant to the children during other classes and could from his                 
point of view compare their behavior and motivation. 

5.1.4 Lesson learned from session 1 

The general concept of triggering prepared loops and manipulating the loops with an effect              
worked well after some practicing. The functionality in Ableton Live which only start the              
loop the following bar made the precision of the triggering with the buttons more forgiving,               
but can also be negative if the children want to trigger a loop in between a bar. However, this                   
function was activated during all sessions to keep the musical content in sync. To avoid               
everyone playing at the same time it was important to discuss arrangement and song structure               
before playing the song. The children participated more actively and were more motivated             
during the session compared to other classes according to the teacher. The only issue was that                
Child 1 had problems with the tiny buttons on the Wii-controller. 

5.2 Session 2 

5.2.1 Documentation 

The documentation consists of a one hour long audio recording and a 10-min audio recording               
of the following discussion with the music teacher. There was also a discussion with the               
children conducted by the teacher the following day where he asked the children for feedback               
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about the project. The outcome of that discussion was emailed to the author of this thesis. The                 
documentation was summarized and is presented in the following sections. 

5.2.2 The session 

The songs chosen by the children at the previous session was presented and played back to                
the group. The parts from the songs were divided up according to the following: 
 
Song parts prepared for session 2: 
 
Child 1: Vocals from Syster Sol, AKI, Dani M, General Knas - Kärleksrevolt 
 
Child 2: Vocals from Silva - Silva Gunbardhi ft. Mandi ft. Dafi - Te ka lali shpirt and Vocals                   
from Zara Larsson - Lush Life 
 
Child 3: Instrumental part from Zara Larsson - Lush Life 
 
Child 4: Vocals from Veronica Maggio - Jag kommer, Vocals from Dani M, Jacco - Naiv and                 
Vocals from Den Svenska Björnstammen - Vart jag mig i vänder 
 
Lush Life was the key song and the other parts were matched to work in the same key and                   
tempo using Ableton Lives tempo and key matching algorithms. In the first session Child 1               
had problems pressing the small buttons on the Wii controller. To address this issue a Korg                
Nanopad replaced the Wii controller for Child 1. The Korg Nanopad communicates with             
Ableton Live with a USB cable and has a built-in midi interface which send MIDI messages                
directly to Ableton Live. The benefit of this controller compared to the Wii-controller are the               
big pads. On the downside the Nanopad has no motion sensing capabilities and it is not                
wireless like the Wii controller. There were 4 pads mapped to 4 loops and a pad mapped to                  
stop the loops (see Figure 12). To be able to easily change tangible controllers when they                
don’t work together with a child's motor disability is a strength in the proposed prototype.               
There are many available options when it comes to standard music production tangible             
controllers and they all communicate with digital audio workstations and can be integrated in              
the proposed prototype. 
 

  
Figure 12. Tangible controller Korg Nanopad and the pads mapped to Ableton Live 
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The other 3 Wii controllers were mapped in same way as the original prototype used in                
session 1. 
 
The session continued with an introduction of today's mission, doing a mash-up-remix of the              
children's favorite songs. The music teacher discussed the concept of a mash-up-remix and             
how to think when putting the pieces together and about music arrangement in general. 
 
The children were in charge of the loops from the song they selected. Each child had also an                  
audio effect prepared and assigned to its audio channel in Ableton Live which could be               
turned on and off. They also had an effect parameter adjustable by the movement of the                
Wii-controller. Child 1 used the Korg Nanopad to trigger and stop four loops. 
 
Initially each child practiced one by one triggering the clips, applying effects and tweaking              
effect parameters using the Wii controllers motion sensing capabilities. Then they tried the             
instrumental part together with the vocal loops.  
 
There were some problems with the children playing all the loops at the same time. To                
address this issue there was a discussion about the different loops and their musical function               
and how to avoid playing similar loops at the same time. 
 
The music teacher used a whiteboard to lay out a sketch of the different parts and in what                  
order they could be played to avoid future clashes. The music teacher and the children               
continued the discussion about the arrangement and the order to play the different parts with               
agreeing on maximum of two elements playing the same time. After a while the music               
teacher and the children had a basic arrangement that was sketched out on the whiteboard. 
 
When everything was sorted out it was time to do a live performance and record it for                 
documentation. During the performance the music teacher acted as a conductor pointing at             
the whiteboard and what part of the sketch they were playing to make it easier to follow the                  
agreed basic arrangement. The music teacher said:  
 
“Child 2 showed a lot of motivation when being able to trigger samples from his favourite                
artist. I haven't seen this positive response before during their music classes” 
 
When the performance and recording was done everyone listened to it and there was a               
discussion about the result and musical outcome. The children were very pleased with the              
performance and the remix-mash-up concept and showed a lot of joy. They were very excited               
to be able to play loops from their own favorite artists and to hear the music coming out of                   
the speakers. There were still issues for Child 1 triggering the loops. The Korg Nanopad was                
better than the Wii controller but she still needed help from the music teacher to trigger the                 
loops. Child 2 had also some issues pressing the tiny buttons on the Wii-controller in this                
session. For the next session we decided to try a Skoog tangible controller for Child 1. The                 
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Skoog is a tactile tangible controller developed with people with disabilities in mind (see              
related work). This is an instrument the children had tried last year in music class but it didn't                  
work in a satisfying way. Mostly because of the limited sounds and music that could be                
generated within the including iPad app they connected it to. We decided that Child 2 could                
try the Korg Nanopad for the next session.  
 
The recorded song was added to the compilation of songs from the sessions that later will be                 
send to the children and their family. 
 
To push the limits a bit further we decided to increase the children's musical input even more,                 
letting them record their own vocal loops to some of their favorite songs. The facilitator took                
notes about the requested songs and what parts of them to prepare for the next session. 
 

5.2.3 Discussion with the teacher  

The music teacher was pleased with the possibility to use easy to get and cheap tangible                
interfaces like the Korg Nanopad and the possibility to customize them thanks to the ability               
to customize them in Ableton Live. He said: 
 
“Since the music production tangible controllers are cheap and easy to get compared to              
special made solutions for children with special needs it is possible to have a selection of                
them and use the ones that works best for each child. The use of loops is great since it can                    
start the collective creative process directly without involving music theory and instrument            
knowledge” 
 

5.2.4 Feedback from the children 

The music teacher had a discussion with the children the day after session 2 and the main                 
feedback from the children was that it was a lot of fun to create music and to be able to do it                      
more independently. They said it was a fantastic feeling to create music combining loops              
from their favorite songs and make it sound great. 
 

5.2.5 Lesson learned from session 2 

The concept of doing a remix-mash-up worked out fine and the children was pleased to create                
music which consisted of their own musical preferences. There were some problems for child              
1 to operate the new Korg Nanopad interface. Also, child 2 was feeling a bit limited by the                  
Wii controller. Child 1 and 2 will try new tangible controllers during session 3. Child 2 was                 
very enthusiastic about being able to trigger vocal clips from his favorite artist. 
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5.3 Session 3 
 

5.3.1 Documentation 

The documentation of session 3 consists of a one hour audio recording and a 10-min audio                
recording of a discussion with the music teacher regarding all 3 sessions. There was also a                
5-minute audio recording of a discussion with the children about the whole project. The              
documentation was summarized and is presented in the following sections. 
 

5.3.2 The session 

This session there was a Skoog tangible interface prepared for Child 1 (see Figure 13). The                
teacher explained that the children tried the Skoog and the Skoog software last year but               
without any success. There were problems calibrating the software and the musical outcome             
of the Skoog software was not rewarding in terms of musical outcome.  
 
The music teacher said: 
“The Skoog and the Skoog application could only trigger simple sounds which were mostly              
out of sync since the application didn't respond as expected according to the children” 
 
This bad experience made the children less motivated to create music using accessible             
instruments and they haven't done it until now. 
 

 
Figure 9. The Skoog Tangible Controller used in session 3 

 
In this session there were also a Korg Nanopad prepared for Child 2 since he had some                 
difficulties grabbing the Wii-controller last session (the same that Child 1 tried out during              
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session 2). This choice was made mainly because of the bigger buttons and the stability of the                 
Korg Nanopad and since it can be placed on the table without moving around. 
There were some initial problems with the Skoog and the calibration of the pads sensitivity.               
The loops were triggered too easily. After calibrating the Skoog and adjusting the sensitivity              
the Skoog was able to trigger loops in Ableton Live in a way that was working. Child 1 was                   
now triggering the loops without help from the teacher. The feature in Ableton Live where               
only loops can start the following bar also helped the Skoog to work in a more satisfying way                  
regardless of if the child pressed the button out of time or if the buttons on the Skoog didn't                   
register the triggering correctly. 
 
Last session it was decided to record some of the children's own vocals to even more increase                 
the input and musical expression. The sessions goal was presented, to do a mash-up-remix of               
two songs. The two songs chosen where Lush Life and a new song called Girl in The Mirror.                  
Both songs were chosen by the children. There were music elements from both songs              
prepared, sampled and looped to match each other. 
 
Child 3 recorded her song parts for “Girl In The Mirror” and Child 4 for Lush Life (the other                   
2 children can’t speak). The vocal loops were added to Ableton Live as playable loops. For                
the live performance the loops were distributed like this: 
 
Child 1: Musical parts from both songs 
 
Child 2: Drums 
 
Child 3:  Her own vocals recorded to Girl in The Mirror 
 
Child 4: Her own vocals recorded to Lush Life. 
 
Child 3 and 4 was very excited to hear their own voices being played back and triggered. 
There was also an audio effect prepared for each child’s channel in similar way as previous                
sessions. 
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First the children practiced their individual parts, then trying them together and finally a              
discussion about how to arrange the song (see Figure 14). The music teacher documented the               
basic song structure on the whiteboard as previous session. 
 

 
Figure 14. Photo of the children preparing to perform their song in session 3 

 
The children performed the song and it was recorded. The recorded song was played back               
and the result was discussed in short. The recording was added to the compilation of songs                
that was distributed to the children and their family later. 

5.3.3 Lesson learned from session 3 

The Skoog interface worked well after being calibrated and used in this musical context with               
Ableton Live and loops. The bad experience from last year with the Skoog made them less                
motivated to create music with tangible interfaces, but now they seemed very pleased.             
Recording their own voices was something the children appreciated a lot. The tangible             
interfaces finally worked for everyone after fine tuning and matching the chosen controllers. 

5.3.4 Discussion with the music teacher regarding all 3 sessions 

The music teacher suggested it would have been good to have had individual sessions before               
the sessions together were the tangible controllers were tried out and customized. Then, when              
the whole group meet up the music creation part could start immediately.  
The key is to connect the tangible controllers to musical element that reflect what the children                
want to express. The music teacher said:  
 
“The sessions seem to have motivated the children to want to create more music in a way he                  
hadn't seen before” 
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5.3.5 Discussion with the children about the whole project 

When discussing how the whole project turned out Child 1 said she liked the Skoog interface                
best even though she said it was moving around too easily on the table. Her suggestion was to                  
mount the Skoog controller to the desk somehow, to keep it still and not moving when                
pressing the buttons. Child 2 thought the Korg Nanopad worked out best since it was easiest                
to press those buttons for him. The Wii controllers were too small for both Child 1 and Child                  
2 to operate. Child 3 and 4 liked the Wii controllers best and especially their possibility to                 
react on movement. 

5.4 Summary of all three sessions and lessons learned from these  
 
When summarizing the 3 sessions it can be broken down to the following:  
 
Wii controllers worked great for two of the children while the others needed a bigger surface                
to push and therefore changed controller to a Korg Nanopad and a Skoog tangible controller. 
 
The key element for success was to customize the controller's behavior to musical meaningful              
elements matching the children's musical preferences. The more they used loops from songs             
they choose themselves, the more they felt pleased with the experience and musical outcome.  
 
The use of loops as starting point made it possible for the children to instantly, without                
classic instrument knowledge and music theory, create music that matched the children's            
expectation of a musical outcome.  
 
Activating the function to only start playing a loop the following bar regardless of when the                
button was triggered in Ableton Live improved the musical outcome and put less stress on the                
children to press the button with 100% precision. There is a negative effect of less musical                
expression when the loop is not triggered immediately. When the children are more familiar              
with their tangible controller the value can be changed from one bar to a smaller value like                 
4ht och 8th note.  
 
The use of Ableton Live and the loop features was the key component that could bridge the                 
children's physical prerequisites via the tangible controller to a satisfying result. 
The proposed concept and the prototype used in the sessions made it possible for the children                
to play together as a band and discuss how different musical arrangements work together in a                
way that hadn't been done before. 
 
The children were motivated by the workflow and concept used during the sessions 
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6. Discussion 
The empirical work carried out in this thesis is an effort to explore a gap in the related work                   
of making music accessible to children with motor disabilities. The approach is to use the               
same music production tools used by fully abled people and customize them to help children               
with motor disabilities in order to take part in a musical performance. The biggest benefit of                
this approach is the availability of technology and that the musical outcome much more              
matches what the children expects, especially compared to special made technology aimed at             
children with special needs. The proposed prototype presents a framework and concept that is              
flexible in terms of adapting to different scenarios and integrating different tangible            
controllers, which was seen during the 3 sessions where the prototype was updated with new               
tangible controllers to better fit the needs for two of the children.  
 
The framework proposed use digital audio workstation Ableton Live as a core component             
which means that a lot of functionality is there from the start and can be extended by the                  
possibilities to program custom functions and behavior using Ableton Live’s graphical           
programming language Max. The functionalities developed in the prototype address the           
issues the children in the sessions had but they can easily be adapted to other children with                 
similar needs in other scenarios. In the prototype the concept of beat matched loops and               
effects was a very important element that helped the children to create music without playing               
every note themselves. The use of loops with musical content the children recognized and              
identified with made the children feel pleased and motivated. 
 
When the children were playing live during the session and the musical outcome sounded like               
something they would hear on radio, they were in a state that is similar to what                
Csikszentmihalyi describes as a state of flow (Csikszentmihalyi 1996; Csikszentmihalyi          
2009). State of flow in this context is the feeling achieved when the interaction matched the                
child's personal preferences and identity and they could communicate through their musical            
self-expression. The state of flow that happened during the songs performances come from             
two important features of the prototype. The first is the recognition part where the prototype               
makes it possible to use musical content they can relate to, which was done in all the sessions                  
especially during session 2 and 3 where they did a remix of song parts from their favorite                 
artists. In session 3 they also recorded their own vocal loops adding another layer of self-                
expression. 
 
The state of flow was also enhanced by the prototype’s error correction features keeping the               
music play in beat and in the correct key, even if some of the children triggered a loop with                   
the wrong timing. While this helped the musical outcome it could also have had a negative                
effect on the musical expression and freedom since the system decide which is the correct               
musical timing to trigger a event. One way to handle this issue could be to gradually allow                 
the children to trigger loops with smaller values when they feel confident with the operation               
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of their tangible controller. During the sessions the value of one bar was used, but for a future                  
session values like 4th and 8th note could be used allowing the children to have a more direct                  
response. In the prototype the audio effects were also programmed to react to the tempo of                
the song which will keep the musical outcome to always stay in sync, which is an important                 
factor to motivate the children to continue to explore the possibilities of musical activities and               
expression in the future.  
 
The children in the study had in the previous year worked with a Skoog tangible interface and                 
the included music creation software aimed at children with special needs. According to their              
music teacher the children did not show much interest in continuing to work with the Skoog                
because the musical outcome didn't match their expectations. The same Skoog tangible            
interface was implemented as a part of the proposed prototype in this thesis and the outcome                
this time was pleasing and motivated the children. The big difference between the previous              
try with the Skoog and the use of the prototype in this study was the prototype’s use of loops                   
and beat matching features promoting a musical outcome matching the children's preferences            
and creating a state of flow. Comparing these scenarios using the same tangible interface with               
the same children show the importance of the proposed prototype’s musical beat match and              
loop features which made the Skoog interface work in a satisfying way for the children. 
 
During the session there were a lot of discussions about the arrangement of songs, the               
children's favorite music and which music style of loops to use. The focus on their special                
needs came second and there was a lot of positive feelings when the music they created was                 
coming from the speakers. There was a sense of inclusion when the children were using the                
same music technology as the producers of the music they listen to, which made them feel                
confident and motivated.  
 
Research about positive effects such as well-being, motivation and meaningfulness gained by            
musical expression often refers to musical expression with regular instruments. Would this            
leave the loop concept used in the prototype out when creating music using tangible              
controllers and a digital audio workstation? Are triggering loops as rewarding as playing             
traditional instruments? The result of this study goes in line with Small’s research about              
Musicking (Small 2011), whose thoughts were used as an inspiration when creating the             
prototype used in this thesis. The children were a part of the music performance by selecting                
and triggering the loops and according to the interviews they experienced similar positive             
effects gained by playing regular instruments. Everyone could participate using the tangible            
controllers customized to fit the needs of each child and mapped to musically meaningful              
functions and content in the developed prototype. 
 
When the children were performing the songs in the end of each session they were totally                
engaged by the musical outcome. Very similar to what Ellis (Ellis 1995; Ellis 1997) and               
Brooks (Brooks 1999) describes in their theories of Aesthetic Resonation and Aesthetic            
Resonance where the interaction causing the audio feedback set the children in a mode of               
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engagement, well-being and motivation. The children were having a lot of fun and were              
motivated to explore more ways to express themselves and creating music. 
 
In this thesis study it seem to be the prototype’s features which enhance the identity aspects                
caused by the recognition of musical content that gives a positive feedback. Together with the               
beat match features, it engaged and motivated the children in ways the music teacher had not                
seen the group of children do before. Both the children and the music teacher were               
enthusiastic about the fact the children created music that sounded similar to the music they               
listens to and also had a personal relationship to. This is an aspect not covered in many of the                   
related work project targeting accessible music for children with special needs. 
 
Some of the technologies mentioned in the related work could also make use of the               
technology proposed in this thesis prototype by making the hardware able to communicate             
with standard music production standard data protocol like MIDI. Another approach would            
be to develop a plug-in that handles the communication between their developed hardware             
and the digital audio workstations concept. A plug-in is a piece of software which lives               
within the digital audio workstation and once installed adds extra features. Audio Units and              
VST Plug-ins are the standard technologies used for implementing external functionality into            
a digital audio workstation. This is already done by Mogees Ingenious Smart Sensors who              
have an Audio Units and a VST plugin developed for easy integration in standard digital               
audio workstations like Cubase, Garageband, Logic Pro and Ableton Live. Based on the             
results of this study it would be rewarding for the other technologies aimed at children with                
special needs to make them compatible with standard music productions software like a             
digital audio workstation to be able to gain similar positive effect as the ones achieved in this                 
thesis. It is not enough to be able to trigger sounds, the children have more expectations of                 
the musical outcome according to this study. 
 
The solution proposed in this thesis leaves some questions regarding the music teachers or              
caretakers with no experience using a digital audio workstation like Ableton Live. This could              
cause problems setting up the environment in a satisfying way and to prepare the loops and                
the effects for the children. In the future this might become a minor problem since the                
knowledge of using a digital audio workstation as an instrument is more and more established               
by musicians. Even established music institutions are changing in terms of accepting a digital              
audio workstation as an instrument and to be treated as important to learn how to operate. In                 
some music schools in Sweden you can apply with your computer and digital audio              
workstation as main instrument (Sandström 2017).  
 
Looking at the research questions and the result of the study there are some comments and                
thoughts to be highlighted. 
 
RQ1: How can a digital audio workstation and tangible controllers be used to promote the               
possibilities for children with motor disabilities to take part in musical performances?  
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The study shows that a working concept is to use a digital audio workstation like Ableton                
Live as a core component and with extended functionalities program features and behavior             
that allow the children to get into a state of flow where their physical input creates music that                  
meets their expectations in terms of musical outcome and identification. This includes            
mapping buttons and sensors from the tangible controllers to trigger and beat match loops and               
audio effects in the digital audio workstation.  
 
RQ2: Do the proposed use of a digital audio workstation and tangible controllers contribute              
to self-expression, well-being, meaningfulness and motivation for the children? 
 
Based on the interviews and observations the children gained positive effects such as             
meaningfulness, well-being and motivation when using the proposed prototype during the 3            
sessions. The music teacher had not seen these positive effects during previous music classes              
where the Skoog interface was used with the same children. The children showed a lot of joy,                 
confidence and motivation during the sessions especially compared to previous experience           
with tangible interfaces and musical expression. 
 
 

6.1 Conclusion  

 
The aims and objectives of this thesis were to explore the use of a digital audio workstation                 
and tangible controllers to democratize musical expression among children with motor           
disabilities. The results show that a digital audio workstation like Ableton Live and the              
possibilities to design custom features and behaviors like the ones developed in the proposed              
prototype can make children with motor disabilities able to participate in a musical             
performance. When coupled with a tangible controller matching the children's physical           
prerequisite the setup can be used to democratize musical expression and give the children              
access to positive feelings such as well-being, motivation and meaningfulness. The children            
can participate and take part in a musical performance where the musical outcome is similar               
to fully abled childrens. 
 
The features in the prototype that made this possible was the use of loops containing musical                
content chosen by the children and real-time manipulation of effects to enhance the level of               
musical expression. The use of recognizable musical content is not exclusive to the prototype              
developed in this thesis but it is the combination of features that promotes individual musical               
expression among children with motor disabilities. The error correction when triggering loops            
was a key feature for making the musical outcome satisfying.  
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The proposed prototype opens up possibilities for children with motor disabilities to be a part               
of a musical expression in ways which is not possible with available special made technology               
and software aimed at children with special needs.  
 
The result in this study shows that children with motor disabilities have the same expectations               
of musical outcome as fully abled, they want to express themselves with music they can               
relate to and identify with, in order to gain feelings of well-being, motivation and              
meaningfulness. The prototype proposed in this thesis using a digital audio workstation and             
tangible controllers has the possibility to meet these expectations. 
 

6.2 Limitations  

A limitation of the study is that the results depends on the interviews and observations made.                
There is also a possibility that the music teacher and the children feedback given is               
influenced and affected by the facilitator being present during the sessions.  

6.3 Future work 

It would be interesting to explore the addition of visual content to be performed together with                
the music. The visual content could be of artistic character but it could also be of educational                 
character. For an example a graphical representation of the arrangement could be projected             
on a screen to make the children aware of when the arrangement is too busy with similar                 
musical elements playing at the same time. This was the case several times during the               
sessions and the music teacher had to use the whiteboard explain the problem. For future               
work it would be interesting to develop a real time graphical representation of the individual               
musical elements and how they add up to the whole arrangement making the children aware               
of song structuring issues.  
 
The use of the proposed prototype involves preparation of loops which can be a difficult task                
for some users. For future work a function that allows a simple basic loop setup where the                 
metadata and necessary parameters automatically recognized and added when the loop is            
recorded. 
 
A lot of the result are dependent on what is said during the interviews and what is being                  
observed during the sessions. For future work it would be interesting to measure well-being,              
motivation and meaningfulness using other methodologies to gain a more precise result. 
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Appendix A - Screenshots from the prototype development made in          
Ableton Live 
 
Beat Matched Filter Effect 

 
The Launch Mode allowing all loops to trigger the following bar 
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Chorus Effect mapped to Wii controllers buttons and pitch motion sensor 

 
Delay Effect mapped to Wii controllers pitch motion sensor 

 
Reverb Effect getting signal from all channel sends 

 
 
The Session View showing the implemented connections between the loops and the Wii             
controllers buttons 
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Arrange view showing the recorded data 

 
Wii Controllers Mappings and Range 
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The loops used in the initial prototype and the functions and behaviour applied. 
 
The Drum Loops  

 
 
The Percussion Loops 
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The Synth Loops 

 
 
The Vocal Loops 
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